The electron wave function experiences a phase modification at coherent transmission through a quantum dot. This transmission phase undergoes a characteristic shift of π when scanning through a Coulomb-blockade resonance. Between successive resonances either a transmission phase lapse of π or a phase plateau is theoretically expected to occur depending on the parity of the corresponding quantum dot states. Despite considerable experimental effort, this transmission phase behaviour has remained elusive for a large quantum dot. Here we report on transmission phase measurements across such a large quantum dot hosting hundreds of electrons. Using an original electron two-path interferometer to scan the transmission phase along fourteen successive resonances, we observe both phase lapses and plateaus. Additionally, we demonstrate that quantum dot deformation alters the sequence of transmission phase lapses and plateaus via parity modifications of the involved quantum dot states. Our findings set a milestone towards a comprehensive understanding of the transmission phase of quantum dots. 1 arXiv:1709.08879v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 
The phase of the electron wave function lies at the heart of coherent transport phenomena such as universal conductance fluctuations or weak localization [1] [2] [3] . One way of accessing this quantity employs a quantum interferometer. Interesting phenomena arise when a quantum dot (QD) is inserted into one branch of such an interferometer. Then a Coulomb-blockade is present and the wave function of an electron experiences a phase modification at resonant transfer through the QD. As one scans through a Coulomb-blockade peak (CP), this transmission phase (TP) gradually changes. The magnitude of this TP shift strongly depends on the coupling of the QD to the leads in the interferometer branch. In the strong coupling regime the TP shift is determined by the electron occupancy of the highest occupied energy level. When this level only hosts a single electron, its spin plays a predominant role. Below a certain temperature threshold, in this case the electron forms a strongly correlated many body state -the Kondo ground state -leading respectively to a π/2 TP shift across two consecutive CPs 6,7 . For weak coupling, on the other hand, a TP shift of π is theoretically expected to occur along a CP and has been measured for the first time in 
RESULTS
Experimental set-up. The measurement principle is based on the MZ interferometer.
Exploiting the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect we measure an electronic interference pattern that is used to deduce the TP of the QD. Different from the electronic MZ interferometer using edge states in the quantum Hall regime [25] [26] [27] it is operated at low magnetic fields. A scheme of the electron two-path interferometer is shown in Fig. 1 . It is an effective three terminal device realized in an AB ring, which is sandwiched between two tunnel-coupled wires (TCW): The TCW at the injection side (left) serves as a beam splitter guiding injected electrons into the two branches of the interferometer. A QD embedded in the lower branch of the AB ring modifies the phase of the electron wave passing through. At the detection side (right), a second TCW guides the interfering electron waves -from the upper and lower interferometer branch -towards a pair of terminals, where the currents, I ↑ and I ↓ , are measured.
Changing the flux density, B, of a magnetic field perpendicular to the 2DEG, we observe AB oscillations in I ↑ and I ↓ . By tuning the tunnel barriers via the voltages, V TL and V TR , we obtain anti-phase AB oscillations. These anti-phase AB oscillations in I ↑ and I ↓ are the characteristic feature to ensure reliable two-path interference as shown by analytical quantum mechanical calculations, computer simulations and experimental investigations 23, 24, 28, 29 .
The conductance though the QD is controlled by the so-called plunger gate, P, that is embedded in the QD structure. This electrode affects the electrostatic potential of the QD and is used to bring a QD state in resonance with the leads. Fig. 2a shows a Coulomb-blockade peak (CP) -the electrical conductance through the QD as the plunger gate voltage, V P , is swept along a resonance. For five positions along the CP the corresponding anti-phase AB oscillations in I ↑ and I ↓ are shown in Fig. 2b . The amplitude of the oscillations is linked with coherent transmission through the QD and, hence, is stronger at the center of resonance.
As V P is swept along the resonance, the anti-phase AB oscillations experience a phase shift (see arrows in Fig. 2b ), which directly reflects the TP of the QD. Theoretically, the occurrence of TP plateaus is linked to a parity change of the QD states 8,9 . For a simple one-dimensional problem, the parity should change when going from one orbital state to the next one. For a large QD, which has to be regarded as a twodimensional system the situation is more complicated. In this case the parity is defined by the coupling of the QD state to the two leads. One usually defines the quantity Another interesting feature that we find in the present data is the asymmetry of the OA with respect to conductance peaks. The asymmetric OA strength around a resonance could indicate spin-flip scattering processes [32] [33] [34] [35] . By comparing the OA with respect to the conductance peaks, in principle the presence of an empty or partially occupied spindegenerate level could be deduced 36, 37 . If the region of reduced OA is located at the positive side of the conductance peak regarding plunger gate voltage, V P , a partially occupied spindegenerate level is present. Vice-versa is the situation for an empty spin-degenerate level.
Such a feature is particularly strong at resonances where TP plateaus occur. Asymmetric OA peaks are also apparent at several other resonances. Nonetheless, we find no systematic correspondence to the occurrence of TP plateaus. Other effects such as the Fano effect [38] [39] [40] or the aforementioned transmission zero can also lead to an asymmetric OA around the resonances. The asymmetries of the OA peaks and the sequence of the TP plateaus point out the complexity of the internal structure of the present large QD. A detailed characterization of the present sequence of spin-states for the present data is out of reach. From the occurence of TP plateaus, however, we can clearly observe changes in orbital parity.
Modifying the quantum dot shape. According to a parity-dependent TP behaviour
one expects modifications of the TP lapse sequence as QD states change. If, for instance, the QD shape is distorted such that the QD states and, thus, the sequence of orbital parities changes, one should observe a modified sequence of TP lapses and plateaus. With the present experimental setup we can readily investigate this assertion. We deform the QD by changing the balance of the voltages V DL , V DR and V P . As a starting point for the discussion we consider a reference QD configuration with V DL/R = −0.92 V. A set of TP shifts measured along five consecutive CPs is shown in Fig. 5a . For this reference configuration a TP plateau occurs after resonance B2. We modify the QD shape by changing the voltages, V DL and V DR , to -1.08 V. At the same time we adjust the voltage V P to keep the electron number constant.
Comparing the TP measurements along the same set of CP for the two situations -compare is larger than the level spacing of the excited states, δ, a universal TP behaviour has been theoretically predicted 17 . In experiment, however, such a regime is difficult to achieve. So far, all experimental works, including ours, have been done in a regime where Γ ∼ δ or Γ < δ.
For these conditions, which are typically encountered in experiment, another set of theory predicts that longer sequences of TP lapses appear for larger QDs, while the probability of finding a TP plateau remains finite 19, 21 .
In line with previous experimental investigations of a QD having similar dimensions we find long sequences of TP lapses. In conclusion, our investigations firmly establish that even for the case of a QD containing a few hundred electrons the absence of TP lapses is possible. Our data shows the capability of transmission phase measurements to reveal the microscopic nature of a physical system, such as the orbital parity. We anticipate that the present interferometry experiment opens a path for further studies on other fundamental topics, such as correlated electron systems [41] [42] [43] .
METHODS

Experimental setup. Our device is realised with a standard Schottky gate technique
in an AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure hosting a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) with a density, n ≈ 3.2 · 10 11 cm −2 , and a mobility, µ ≈ 10 6 cm 2 /Vs, that is located 110 nm below the surface. Applying a set of negative voltages on the electrodes we locally suppress the Data analysis. For each value of V P we obtain the TP by measuring anti-phase AB oscillation of I ↑ and I ↓ . The phase data of the AB oscillation is assessed and extracted by the following procedure. In order to force the inflection points of the oscillating signal to zero, first, the second derivative of I ↑ and I ↓ with respect to B is calculated. To do so we smooth the data and calculate the first order derivative. This operation is similar to subtracting a background signal in order to enhance the quality of the Fourier transform. Performing a Fourier Transform of the second derivative of the currents, I ↑/↓ , the AB oscillation amplitude, OA ↑/↓ , and the phase, TP ↑/↓ , of the AB oscillation is deduced. OA = OA ↑ + OA ↓ represents the coherent transmission probability. We assess the quality of the TP data by employing two criteria. To obtain an acceptable anti-phase oscillation and, thus, mere two-path interference we claim that |TP ↑ −TP ↓ | = π±15 %. Further, the OA has to reach a threshold of 0.5 (a.u.).
For the data points fulfilling our quality criteria, we then calculate the Fourier transform, Supplementary information accompanies this paper.
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I. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The employed device is fabricated in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure hosting a two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) 110 nm below the surface. The structure of the electron two-path interferometer is formed by Schottky gates realized by electron-beam lithography.
A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of those electrodes deposited on the surface of the chip is shown in Fig. S1 . By applying a set of negative voltages on those Schottky gates we locally deplete the 2DEG below and form the potential landscape of the interferometer. 
II. TRANSMISSION PHASE MEASUREMENT AND QUALITY CRITERIA
The transmission phase (TP) measurement is performed by sweeping the magnetic field, B, and stepping the voltage on the plunger gate, V P . This approach allows to scan the interference fringes via the AB effect while the QD states move through the bias window.
An exemplary set of raw data along a resonance is shown in Fig. S2a . Shown is the difference of the currents, I ↑ − I ↓ , measured at the two terminals at the detection side. Since I ↑ and I ↓ are complementary, the value, I ↑ − I ↓ , clearly illustrates the AB oscillation. From the periodicity of the AB oscillation, ∆B = h/eA ≈ 4.5 mT, we deduce the effective area of the AB ring as A ≈ 2.14 µm × 0.43 µm, which is consistent with the lithographically defined geometry of the Schottky gates. The AB oscillations experience a shift as V P is scanned along a resonance. This shift directly reflects the course of the TP as a quantum dot (QD) state moves through the resonance. To obtain the TP data we perform a Fourier transform with respect to B. Since the measured current signals, I ↑ and I ↓ , contain a continuous background, we smooth the data and calculate the second derivative to force the inflexion points of the AB oscillations to zero:
This procedure is similar to the subtraction of a continuous background and leads to similar results. By forcing the inflexion points to zero, however, the quality of the Fourier transform is strongly enhanced:
This approach facilitates the detection of the AB periodicity. 
In order to perform a reliable TP measurement, two criteria have to be met. The first of those quality criteria ensures sufficient coherent transmission through the QD and, thus, a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio of the AB oscillations. The second quality criterion assures that multi-path contributions are eliminated via the characteristic feature of anti-phase AB oscillation in the currents, I ↑ and I ↓ 23 .
The coherent transmission criterion is implemented via a threshold for the AB oscillation amplitude, OA. Fig. S2c shows a comparison of a slice of the OA data at the AB peak (blue data points) with the electrical conductance through the QD, G (black line). G is separately measured by guiding the electrons only through the interferometer branch hosting the QD. G shows the Coulomb-blockade peak reflecting the total transmission probability through the QD. The OA data on the other hand is based on the AB effect -a phase coherent quantum interference phenomena. The OA merely describes the coherent transmission probability and, therefore, serves as adequate quantity for the assessment criterion. In order to ensure sufficient visibility of the AB oscillations we set a coherent transmission criterion such that only data points above a threshold of 0.5 (blue, dashed line) are kept:
By this approach only data points with a distinctive AB peak in the Fourier transform are kept. AB oscillations with a small signal-to-noise ratio, however, are discarded. The antiphase criterion assesses the phase difference of the AB oscillation in the currents, I ↑ and I ↓ . This AB phase can be directly calculated from the argument of the projected Fourier transform:
Fig . S2d shows the phase difference of the AB oscillations in the two terminals for the exemplary data set. The quality criterion is set such that only data points are accepted where the deviation from the anti-phase relation is below the threshold:
Finally, the TP is extracted only for V P values where the data fulfills the two quality criteria (filled symbols) by evaluating the expression:
The TP data for the exemplary data set is shown in Fig. S2e . The red, filled triangles show data points fulfilling our quality criteria. Fitting the conductance, G, shown in Fig. S2c with a Lorentzian function we can construct the expected TP course of Breit-Wigner resonance theory (red line). The data fulfilling our quality criteria agrees with the expected course, whereas the discarded data points (grey, open triangles) strongly deviate from that course.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF GUIDE TO THE EYE FOR TRANSMISSION PHASE
DATA
By fitting the Coulomb peaks with Lorentzian functions one can construct an approximate TP course by applying Breit-Wigner theory. Then the transmission phase experiences an arctangent shift at each CP depending on the half-width-at-half-maximum, HWHM, and the maximum position, V P,0 , of the corresponding resonance:
This approach is not profound but provides a reasonable guide to the eye that is presented 
IV. DATA ALIGNMENT ALONG FOURTEEN SUCCESSIVE RESONANCES
To obtain the TP along a large set of resonances, we first tune the interferometer including the quantum dot to maximise the visibility of the AB oscillations for a maximal number of CPs. Changing V P , however, affects the coupling of the QD to the two leads in lower interferometer branch. This crosstalk reduces at some point the visibility of the AB oscillations. In order to scan through the CP sets of low AB oscillation visibility, we split the measurement and compensate the visibility loss by retuning the interferometer configuration. To align the fine-tuned data sets regarding phase, it is necessary that the measurements have overlapping V P intervals. The data alignment regarding plunger gate voltage, V P , is performed using aforementioned "guide to the eye" that is based on conductance measurements. Following this approach with six measurements we obtain the TP course along a set of fourteen resonances. 
V. MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE OF COULOMB-BLOCKADE PEAKS
As the magnetic flux density, B, is swept over a much larger range as in the TP measurements, we observe small shifts of the CP positions in different directions (see Fig. S4 ). 
